


The following questions have sentences divided into four 

parts. One of the parts may contain an error in it. The option 

containing the erroneous part is your answer.



Q1. The captain of the German cricket team was  supposed to (1)/ announce his 

retirement from international duty (2)/ with immediate effect which was being 

speculated (3)/ by committee members for a while now.(4)/ No error(5)                                                                            

(SBI PO PRE 2019)

Answer : E

No error

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5



Q2. The Union Home Minister will undertake an aerial (1)/ survey 

of flood-affected areas in Assam (2)/ and it is high time the minister 

takes (3)/ a concrete step  towards the betterment of situation.(4) No 

error(5)                                                (SBI PO PRE 2019)

Answer : C

‘took’ should replace ‘takes’ as 

the second form  of verb is used 

with ‘it is high time’.

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5



Q3. Goa Legislative Assembly Speaker expressed  unhappiness 

(1)/ over “anti-democratic” conduct of (2)/ certain MLAs who 

staged a walkout (3)/ from House after create a ruckus. (4)/No 

error(5)                                                           (SBI PO PRE 2019)

Answer : D

‘creating’ should be used in the place of 

‘create’, as  generally, prepositions 

except ‘to’ take V(ing) form.

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5



Q4. As heavy rains lashed Delhi,(1)/ traffic was thrown out of gear with 

vehicles moving on (2)/ snail’s pace on several roads due to waterlogging, 

causing hardships to thousands of office(3)/ goers and other commuters 

throughout the day.(4)/No error(5)                                     (SBI PO PRE 2019)

Answer : B

‘at’ should replace ‘on’ as ‘pace’ 

is mentioned.

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5



Q5. The nationwide strike by public sector banks employees(1)/ 

figured in Rajya Sabha as the opposition asked(2)/ the government 

to respond to the demands(3)/ rose by the bank unions.(4)/No 

error(5)                                                             (SBI PO PRE 2019)

Answer : D

‘raised’ should be used, here ‘raise’ 

refers to ‘ask’. ‘rose’ is the past form of 

‘rise’ which means move from a lower 

position to a higher one.

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5



Q6. (1) In most remote areas, even today(2) people do not have 

access to (3) mobile phones but still have no(4) electricity 

connection to their homes (5) No error 

(RBI ASSISTANT 2020)

Answer : C

‘And’ should replace ‘but’ to 

express two entities/ things

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5



Q7. (1) The employees with less (2) emotional and personal 

problems (3) tend to be more efficient (4) and productive in their 

work (4)/ No Error (5).

(RBI ASSISTANT 2020)

Answer : A

‘Fewer’ should replace ‘less’ as 

‘problem’ is a countable noun so 

the use of “fewer” is  appropriate.

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5



Q8. (1) At times one has difficulty (2) in understanding a 

scientific (3) equation which doesn’t related to (4) our daily 

working conditions. No Error (5) 

(RBI ASSISTANT 2020)

Answer : C

Use ‘relate’ instead of ‘related’.

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 5



Q9. (1) When over 190 countries came (2) together in Paris to 

make a joint (3) declaration against climate change, (4) the 

mood was buoyant and upbeat .No error (5)

(RBI ASSISTANT 2020)

Answer : E

No Error

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 5



Q10. (1) He decided to  (2) read the Times for (3) best 

knowledge of the(4) facts and current news (5) No error 

(RBI ASSISTANT 2020)

Answer : C

“Better” should replace “best”

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 5



Q11. The restrictions on the (A)/ districts have been imposed 

(B)/on the basis of these (C)/categories which has not 

(D)/shown expected results yet (E).

(IBPS PO PRE 2022)

Answer :D

The verb ‘has’ is wrongly used as 

it has been used for ‘categories’ 

which is a plural subject.

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Q12. Vodafone Idea owes (A)/ nearly Rs 1.5 lakh crore for 

the government (B)/that included deferred spectrum (C)/

payment, and adjusted gross (D)/revenue (AGR) dues (E).

(IBPS PO PRE 2022)

Answer : B

‘for’ should therefore be replaced 

by ‘to’ as it is a preposition in 

continuation to ‘owes’

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Q13. The members reaffirmed that (A)/there is no military 

solution to the (B)/conflict, and declare (C)/ that they do not 

support (D)/the restoration of the Islamic Emirate (E).

(RRB PO MAINS 2022)

Answer : C Following the rule of 

parallelism; As the first part uses the 

word ‘reaffirmed’ in the third form, the 

verb ‘declare’ should also be in the 

third form.

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Q14. The 23-year-old Chopra became (A)/ the first Indian 

javelin thrower to enter (B)/ the finals of the Games with a big 

(C)/ throw of 86.65m that put him (D)/ on top of the Group A 

qualification (E)

(RRB PO MAINS 2022)

Answer : E On the top → of 

something, like here

On top → the highest point of 

something

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Q15. After by-polls to Sindgi and Hangal assembly constituencies, (A)/ 

the focus has shifted into the December elections (B)/ for 25 legislative 

council seats from (C)/ urban and rural local bodies. (D)/ No error (E)

(SBI CLERK PRE 2022)

Answer : B Replace into with 

to. 

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Q16. Nalanda University vice-chancellor said that as much as 200 delegates, /(A) 

dignitaries, statesmen, scholars and those associated with religious organizations 

/(B) from across the globe would participate in the three-day sixth /(C) IDDC 

being held on the new campus  the university. /(D) No error /(E)

(SBI PO PRE 2022)

Answer : A . Much is not used with 

plural countable nouns. Many is 

used with plural countable nouns.

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Q17. I was shocked (A)/ to see how much (B)/ my grandmother had 

aged (C)/ since the last time we visited her .(D)/ No error (E).

(SBI PO PRE 2022)

Answer : E  

No Error

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Q18. Each of the survivors of (A)/ the Tsunami have been offered free 

(B)/ free psychological consultation to ease (C)/ the trauma , by some 

of the top consultants .(D)/ No Error (E).

(IBPS CLERK PRE 2022)

Answer : B

Each of the + Plural noun + 

Singular verb

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Q19. Encouraging healthy competition (A)/ between the students of 

the school (B)/ was one of the objectives (C)/ of the Annual Sports 

Day. (D)/ No error (E).

(IBPS CLERK PRE 2022)

Answer : B

‘among’ in place of ‘between’

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E



Q20. The government employees (A)/ went doors to doors (B)/ in a 

village (C)/ to fetch some data (D)/ No Error (E).

(IBPS CLERK PRE 2022)

Answer : B

If a preposition comes after a 

noun the same noun gets 

repeated.

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E




